GLOBAL JET
New additions join fleet

Geneva-based Global Jet welcomed three new aircraft to its books in January comprising a 2011 VVIP Airbus ACJ319, a 2012 Citation XLS+ and a Challenger 605. The Challenger seats 10 and is based between Kazakhstan, Moscow and Europe and can fly from London to Dubai or from New York to Geneva. The 605 is the latest member of the Challenger family. This fleet, with over 4.5 million flight hours, has proved to be efficient and reliable. The cockpit features new-generation avionics and the cabin is the widest in its class.

"Having this kind of product in our fleet is a great asset. Its mission capabilities are incomparable and the flight experience offered on board will be unmatched on the market," Global Jet's Marketing & Quality Director, Abner Tato said. "We pride ourselves in offering astonishing service. On board our aircraft, passengers are hosted by crew qualified far beyond normal requirements. The level of service can be compared to one of the legendary palaces," he added. Global Jet enjoyed significant expansion of its fleet during 2013 with 15 luxury business jets being added. "Currently we are managing nearly 70 aircraft, ranging from the prestigious Airbus A340 throughout the product line of the main manufacturers," the company's Vice-President for Aircraft Management, Edouard Lehembre said.